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The aim of this study was to determine the neural correlates of different stages of episodic memory function
and their modulation by Alzheimer's disease (AD). Several decades of work has supported the role of the
medial temporal lobes (MTL) in episodic memory function. However, a more recent work, derived in part
from functional neuroimaging studies, has suggested that other brain structures make up a large-scale
network that appears to support successful encoding and retrieval of episodic memories. Furthermore,
controversy exists as to whether dissociable MTL regions support qualitatively different aspects of memory
(hippocampus: contextual memory or ‘recollection’; perirhinal/lateral entorhinal cortex: item memory or
‘familiarity’). There is limited neuropsychological support for these models and most work in AD only has
examined free recall memory measures. We studied the relationship between performance on different
stages of the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test (AVLT), a 15-item word list learning task, and structural MRI
measures in mild AD patients. Structural measures included hippocampal volume and cortical thickness of
several ROIs known to undergo atrophy in AD. Correlation and multiple regression analyses, controlling for
age, education, and gender, were performed in 146 mild AD patients (MMSE 23.3±2.0). To evaluate the
robustness of these relationships, similar analyses were performed with additional standardized verbal
memory measures. Early immediate recall trials (e.g. Trial 1 of the AVLT) were not associated with the size of
MTL regions, but correlated most strongly with inferior parietal, middle frontal gyrus, and temporal pole ROIs.
After repeated exposure (e.g. Trial 5 of the AVLT), immediate recall was correlated with both MTL and a
similar distribution of isocortical structures, but most strongly the temporal pole. For delayed recall, only the
hippocampus correlated with performance. In contrast, for delayed recognition discrimination, the perirhinal/
entorhinal cortex correlated more strongly than the hippocampus; no other isocortical regions were strongly
associated with performance. Convergent results were found for immediate and delayed trials of other
memory tests. The current results suggest that a richer understanding of the memory deficits in AD can be
gained by examining multiple measures, which tap different aspects of memory function. Furthermore, the
present findings are consistent with models hypothesizing different stages of verbal list learning map onto
dissociable brain regions. These data have implications for understanding the anatomic basis of processes
underlying episodic memory, particularly related to a division of labor within the medial temporal lobes and
within the large-scale MTL-cortical memory network.
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Introduction

Decades of research support the central role of the medial
temporal lobes (MTL), particularly the hippocampus, in episodic
memory function (Squire et al., 2004). Although the most profound
forms of amnesia are associated with lesions to these structures
(Scoville andMilner, 1957), a variety of other cortical regions also play
important roles. For example, the prefrontal cortex contributes to
controlled-strategic processing at encoding and retrieval, supporting
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accurate memory performance (Alexander et al., 2009; Blumenfeld
and Ranganath, 2007). Working memory, which is in part subserved
by frontal and parietal regions (Champod and Petrides, 2007), also
generally modulates episodic memory performance by promoting
efficient encoding of information to later be remembered. Addition-
ally, the semanticmemory system is involved inmodulating the depth
and organization of encoding, impacting the strength of a memory
trace (Craik and Lockhart, 1972; Goldblum et al., 1998). While the left
ventrolateral prefrontal cortex has been implicated as critical to
semantic access at memory encoding (Logan et al., 2002; Otten et al.,
2001), high level conceptual representations thought to be supported
by the temporal pole (Lambon Ralph et al., 2009; Lambon Ralph et al.;
Patterson et al., 2007), are also likely essential to robust encoding.

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is the most common form of acquired
amnesia. Given the early and profound involvement of neuropathol-
ogy, particularly neurofibrillary tangles, in the MTL of AD patients
(Arnold et al., 1991; Braak and Braak, 1991; Delacourte et al., 1999;
Price et al., 1991), much of the work examining the anatomic basis of
memory impairment in this condition has focused on the hippocam-
pus and other MTL structures. However, AD pathology, as reflected in
the clinical phenotype, involves multiple neural networks supporting
other cognitive domains such as executive functioning, language,
semantic memory, and visuospatial processing (Arnold et al., 1991).
The influence of these additional domains of impairment is often
neglectedwhen considering episodicmemory performancemeasures.

A variety of standardized episodic memory measures, frequently
involving verbal list learning tasks, have been utilized for clinical
diagnosis and monitoring of disease progression in AD. These tasks
typically produce several memory measures, including immediate
recall (commonly with repeated exposure), delayed free recall, and
often recognition memory. However, much of the work in AD has
focused on delayed free recall or treated these different measures as
instances of a monolithic process. In fact, a number of studies have
combined many of these measures into summary statistics to capture
“episodic memory.” While such an approach is not unreasonable in
that it may reduce the variability inherent in individual tests and may
be useful in screening for any form of memory impairment, it reflects
a process purity that is only approximate at best.

For example, a major debate in the memory literature is whether
recollection, associated with detailed contextual retrieval of a prior
event, is differentially represented in theMTL relative to familiarity, or
an acontextual sense of prior encounter (Aggleton and Brown, 2006;
Eichenbaum et al., 2007; Squire et al., 2007; Yonelinas, 2002). A
variety of lines of research have supported an anatomic mapping of
recollection to the hippocampus and familiarity to extrahippocampal
MTL structures, particularly perirhinal and lateral entorhinal cortices
[Bowles et al., 2007; Davachi et al., 2003; Fortin et al., 2004; Montaldi
et al., 2006; Wolk et al., in press; for review, see Aggleton and Brown
(2006)]. As free recall and recognitionmemory are likely differentially
dependent on these memory processes, these measures may reflect
differential localization of pathology within the MTL. Moreover,
immediate recall after a single trial is likely related more to working
memory than to so-called long-term memory processes involved in
recall with repeated learning or after a delay. Thus, performance on an
initial learning trial(s) would likely be predicted to relate to
frontoparietal or other nodes of the working memory system.

Since one major goal of psychometric testing is to reveal specific
changes in underlying brain systems, we sought here to determine the
neural correlates of the different measures associated with three
common verbal memory measures that are typically part of clinical
research batteries in AD. Specifically, we focused on correlates of
immediate recall (early versus later trials), delayed recall, and
recognition memory. These measures were derived from three
standardized psychometric memory instruments. Drawing on the
concept in both pathology (Arnold et al., 1991; Braak and Braak, 1991;
Brun and Gustafson, 1976) and imaging studies (Baron et al., 2001; Fox
et al., 2001; Frisoni et al., 2002; Thompson et al., 2001) that early in its
course AD is not a diffuse process but is in fact associated with
abnormalities in a relatively stereotyped set of brain regions, we utilized
a relatively novel region of interest (ROI) approach in which a set of
regions that have been previously demonstrated to be sensitive to mild
AD– the “Cortical Signature of AD” (Bakkour et al., 2009; Dickerson et al.,
2009)–wasdefinedon thecortical surface. These regions, alongwith the
hippocampus, represent structures most likely to be associated with the
pathology of AD and serve as a type of lesion model for understanding
the brain–behavior relationships of the memory measures.

We predicted that early immediate memory trials would be most
dependent on regions supporting workingmemory and perhaps other
aspects of controlled-strategic processing and semantic elaboration,
but that later trials would be more dependent on MTL structures.
Delayed recall and recognition, which require the storage of
information over time, were expected to be more dependent on
MTL structures than the immediate trials. Finally, following the dual
process model, we predicted that recognition memory performance,
dependent on a combination of recollection and familiarity, would be
more strongly associatedwith extrahippocampalMTL cortical atrophy
while free recall, dependent solely on recollection, would be
associated with hippocampal volume.

Materials and methods

Participants

Data used in preparation of this article were obtained from the
Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (www.
loni.ucla.edu/ADNI). The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the National
Institute on Aging, the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and
Bioengineering, the Food and Drug Administration, private pharma-
ceutical companies and non-profit organizations, as a $60-million, 5-
year public–private partnership. The primary goal of ADNI has been to
test whether imaging measures, biological markers, and clinical and
neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the
progression of MCI and early AD.

For the current analysis, we selected patients with a diagnosis of
AD at baseline who underwent a 1.5 T MRI scan of adequate quality to
obtain the below described morphometric measures (n=146). ADNI
diagnosis of AD was made based on the National Institute of
Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke/Alzheimer's
Disease and Related Disorders Association criteria (McKhann et al.,
1984). All AD patients in the cohort had a Clinical Dementia Rating
(CDR) scale score of 0.5 to 1.0 for study inclusion (Morris, 1993).
Other inclusion and exclusion criteria are described at: http://www.
adni-info.org/index.php.

Psychometric testing

Weexaminedbaseline and screeningmemory testing from theADNI
database. While our central analysis was focused on the Rey Auditory
Verbal Learning Test [AVLT; (Rey, 1964)], we also examined brain–
behavior relationships with the two other verbal memory instruments
acquired as part of ADNI: the Logical Memory Test [LMT; (Wechsler,
1987)] and the 10-item word list memory task from the Alzheimer's
Disease Assessment Scale-Cognitive [ADAS-Cog; (Rosen et al., 1984)].
Briefly, theAVLT consists offive learning trials inwhicha list of 15words
is read and the subject is asked to immediately recall as many items as
possible. After an interference list of 15 novelwords is read and recalled,
subjects are then asked to recall words from the initial list (5-minute
delayed recall). A 30-minute delayed recall trial and recognition test
follow. For the recognition test, subjects are presented with a list of the
15 studied words and 15 non-studied foils and are asked to circle all
words previously studied. To account for false alarms to non-studied
items, we derived a measure of discriminability, d-prime (d′), which
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was calculated in a standard fashion based on classic signal detection
theory (Snodgrass and Corwin, 1988). Additionally, because d′ is
undefined when either proportion is 0 or 1, we used standard formulas
to convert these values: Hits=(#Hits+0.5)/(#studied items+1) and
FA=(#FA+0.5)/(#unstudied items+1).

The LMT is a modification of the episodic memory measure from
the Wechsler Memory Scale—Revised (WMS-R) and involves the
immediate and delayed (30 min) free recall of a short story that is
read aloud to the patient and contains 25 elements of information
(perfect score is 25). The 10-item word list memory task from the
ADAS-cog involves 3 immediate free recall trials for words read by the
subject prior to each trial and a 5-minute delayed recall trial.

MRI imaging and analysis

MRI scans for ADNI were collected on a 1.5 T scanner using a
standardized protocol across sites. For the present analysis, theMPRAGE
sequencewas usedwith the following characteristics: sagittal plane, TR/
TE/TI, 2400/3/1000ms, flip angle 8°, 24 cm FOV, 192×192 in-plane
matrix, and 1.2 mm slice thickness (Jack et al., 2008).

T1 image volumes were examined quantitatively by a cortical
surface-based reconstruction and analysis of cortical thickness. All
baseline scans from patients with a diagnosis of AD that could be
processed in a fully automated fashion with Freesurfer were used in
this study. The general procedures for this processing method have
been described in detail and applied and validated in a number of
publications and presentations, and the technical details can be found
in these manuscripts (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000; Fischl
et al., 2002; 1999a,b, 2004). Cortical thickness measures were
analyzed by both a hypothesis-driven and an exploratory approach.
For the first approach, we utilized regions of interest (ROIs) that were
previously determined to be reliably associated with AD, constituting
the “cortical signature” of AD (Bakkour et al., 2009; Dickerson et al.,
2009). Unlike most ROI analyses, these regions were defined in a data
driven manner based on an analysis of several datasets, as opposed to
being determined strictly by anatomic boundaries. These ROIs
encompass the following regions: rostral medial temporal cortex
(encapsulating both the entorhinal and perirhinal cortices), rostral
inferior temporal gyrus, temporal pole, angular gyrus, supramarginal
gyrus, superior parietal lobule, precuneus, superior frontal gyrus, and
inferior frontal sulcus/caudal middle frontal gyrus (see Fig. 1). These
nine ROIs were generated from an independent sample of 29 mild AD
patients compared with 115 controls as described in detail in two
previously published papers (Bakkour et al., 2009; Dickerson et al.,
2009), and are available from one of the authors (BCD) on request [For
additional detail on their definition and localization, see Figs. 2 and 3
of the first paper (Dickerson et al., 2009).]. Given its significant early
Fig. 1. The ‘cortical signature of AD.’ ROIs derived from previous exploratory analyses that
identified foci of thinning in mild AD (Bakkour et al., 2009; Dickerson et al., 2009).
(A) Rostral medial temporal cortex, (B) inferior temporal gyrus, (C) temporal pole,
(D)angulargyrus, (E) superior frontal gyrus, (F) superior parietal lobule, (G) supramarginal
gyrus, (H) precuneus, and (I) inferior frontal sulcus/caudal middle frontal gyrus.
involvement of AD pathology, hippocampal volume was also
determined and normalized to intracranial volume as previously
described (Buckner et al., 2004).

For the exploratory analyses, general linear models were imple-
mented with each behavioral variable of interest as the independent
variable, cortical thickness as the dependent variable, and age and
education as covariates. The results of these analyses were inspected
via maps of the statistical significance at each surface point overlaid
on the average cortical surface template. For these exploratory
analyses, a statistical threshold of pb10−4 was used.

Statistical analysis

Pearson correlations between ROIs and individual AVLT measures
were calculated, controlling for the effects of age, education, and
gender. Statistical significance was Bonferroni-corrected for 10
comparisons (10 ROIs). To follow up on these correlations, hierarchi-
cal regression models were developed in which the covariates of age,
education, and gender were entered first and then morphometric
measures of all the ROIs were regressed in a step-wise fashion; the
default value of pb0.05 to enter an independent variable into the
model was employed. Memory measures from each of the psycho-
metric tests served as dependent variables, allowing for determina-
tion of the brain regions that uniquely contributed to prediction on
each measure. Statistical analyses were performed using standard
methods in SPSS 16.0 (Chicago, IL).

Results

Demographic data

A total of 146 patients (74 females; 72 males) with AD [mean age
75.4±7.4 (SD)years; mean education 14.9±3.2 (SD)years] were
included in the analyses. The racial and ethnic distribution of this
group was consistent with the overall ADNI cohort [93.2% Caucasian;
4.1%AfricanAmerican;1.4%AsianAmerican; 2.7%Hispanic; (Petersenet
al., 2010)]. Consistent with the mild status of these patients (72 with
CDR=0.5; 74 with CDR=1), the meanMini Mental State Examination
(MMSE) and CDR-sum of boxes (CDR-SOB) were 23.3±2.0 (SD) and
4.32±1.6 (SD), respectively. Ninety-five (65.1%) had at least one copy
of the ε4 allele of the apolipoprotein E (ApoE) gene.

AVLT measures

To examine the relationships of the different AVLT trials with brain
regions sensitive to AD pathology, we performed correlations with
each of the “AD signature” regions and hippocampus, controlling for
age, education, and gender. As can be observed in Table 1, the early
immediate recall trials (Trials 1 and 2) correlated most strongly with
cortical thickness of the temporal pole and supramarginal gyrus,
regions that may be involved in semantic retrieval and maintenance
of auditory verbal working memory. There was no evidence of a
significant relationship between memory performance on these early
trials andMTL atrophy. By immediate recall Trial 3 and throughout the
rest of the immediate trials, MTL structures – both hippocampus and
rostral MTL cortex – displayed a trend towards correlation with
performance, but did not always reach significance with Bonferroni
correction. However, the temporal pole continued to be the region
that showed the strongest correlations. Not surprisingly, total
learning, a commonly used clinical measure summing all of the
learning trials, correlated with both MTL and several isocortical
structures, including the middle frontal gyrus and temporal pole.

A different pattern emerged for the delayed memory trials: only
MTL structures were related to performancemeasures. For both the 5-
minute and 30-minute delayed recall trials, the hippocampus was the
only region that correlated with performance. There was little



Table 1
Correlations of AVLT measures with AD signature ROIs, controlled for age, gender, and education.

ROI AVLT Trial 1 AVLT Trial 2 AVLT Trial 3 AVLT Trial 4 AVLT Trial 5 Total learning Delayed recall (5 min) Delayed recall (30 min) Recognition memory (d′)

Hippo 0.14 0.11 0.29 0.21⁎ 0.22⁎ 0.24 0.28 0.37 0.27
MTL 0.14 0.13 0.28 0.26 0.19⁎ 0.25 0.12 0.16 0.40
SFG 0.14 0.07 0.10 0.11 0.10 0.12 −0.02 −0.07 0.11
ITG 0.21⁎ 0.17⁎ 0.19⁎ 0.11 0.13 0.19⁎ 0.04 0.00 0.09
SPL 0.19⁎ 0.01 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 −0.01 −0.02 0.06
PRC 0.14 −0.01 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.03 −0.04 0.07
MFG 0.23⁎ 0.15 0.19⁎ 0.24 0.19⁎ 0.24 0.05 −0.04 0.14
TP 0.31 0.26 0.37 0.30 0.28 0.36 0.10 0.09 0.22⁎

AG 0.22⁎ 0.06 0.04 0.10 0.09 0.12 −0.05 −0.06 0.02
SMG 0.26 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.17⁎ 0.21⁎ 0.01 0.01 0.13

Note. Hippo: hippocampus; MTL: rostral medial temporal cortex; SFG: superior frontal gyrus; ITG: rostral inferior temporal gyrus; SPL: superior parietal lobule; PRC: precuneus;
MFG: caudal middle frontal gyrus; TP: temporal pole; AG: angular gyrus; SMG: supramarginal gyrus.
Bold: pb0.05, Bonferroni-corrected for 10 comparisons.
⁎ pb0.05 uncorrected.
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evidence of any isocortical region being associated with delayed recall
trials. In contrast, delayed recognition discrimination correlated most
strongly with the rostral MTL with a weaker correlation with the
hippocampus (see Supplementary Table 1 for correlation analysis
with the other memory measures).

Immediate recall

To follow up on the aforementioned dissociations, a series of
hierarchical regression models were developed in which covariates of
age, education, and gender were entered first and then all ROIs were
regressed in a step-wise fashion. In each case, the memory measure of
interest served as the dependent variable.

Given the apparent dissociation in the above analysis related to the
earlier and later immediate memory trials, we collapsed Trials 1 and 2
(‘EarlyTrials’) andTrials 4 and5 (‘Late Trials’). Consistentwith the above
correlation analysis, the only ROI to survive the step-wise analysis of the
Early Trials was the temporal pole (β=0.33, pb0.001). With inclusion
of the temporal pole in the model, no other region provided additional
explanatory value (β'sb0.12). Similarly, the best model for the Late
Trials included only the temporal pole (β=0.32, pb0.001). However, in
this case, there was a trend for a relationship with hippocampus
(β=0.16, p=0.09)when the temporal polewas included in themodel.
Total learningproduced ananalogous resultwithonly the temporal pole
(β=0.38, pb0.001) remaining in the model.

To further investigate the robustness of these finding we also
examined immediate recall trials of the word list memory task of the
ADAS-Cog and the LMT. With the first immediate recall trial of the
ADAS-cog word list as the dependent variable, the best model
included both the temporal pole (β=0.36, pb0.001) and the middle
frontal gyrus (β=0.17, pb0.05) ROIs. Notably, MTL structures did not
offer evidence of further modulating performance in this model
(rostral MTL: β=0.00; hippocampus: β=−0.04). On the second trial,
only the temporal pole was included in the most explanatory model
(β=0.38, pb0.001). In distinction from the first trial, hippocampal
volume now approached significance (β=0.16, p=0.09). With the
third immediate recall trial as the dependent variable, again, only the
temporal pole was included in the model (β=0.40, pb0.001), but the
middle frontal gyrus (β=0.16, p=0.05) and rostral MTL cortex
(β=0.18, p=0.07) approached significance. Remarkably similar to
the foregoing analyses, the best model for immediate recall on the
LMT also included only the temporal pole (β=0.33, pb0.001). No
other ROI approached significance in this model (see Supplementary
Table 2 for a summary of these regression analyses).

Delayed recall

The same regression models as above were applied to the delayed
recall measures of the AVLT. To mitigate against floor effects, only
patients who recalled at least one item at the 5-minute (n=93) and
30-minute delays (n=41) were included in the analyses; however,
the results were essentially identical when the entire cohort was
included. For the 5-minute delayed recall, the most predictive model
included only the hippocampus (β=0.27, pb0.05). No other ROI was
close to significance when also included in this model (β's=−0.09 to
0.06). Likewise, with 30-minute delayed recall as the dependent
variable, the hippocampus (β=0.47, pb0.05) was the only ROI
included in the best model.

The analogous regressions were also performed for the delayed
recall measure on the ADAS-cog and LMT, again restricting to those
who recalled at least one item (n=90 and 65, respectively). As with
the AVLT, the most explanatory model for both delayed recall
measures included only the hippocampal ROI (β=0.44, pb0.001
and β=0.38, p=0.01, respectively). Finally, to further broaden the
range of performance, the mean proportion correctly freely recalled
across the three memory tests was calculated and natural log-
transformed to obtain a more normal distribution. Again, only
patients who recalled at least one item on any of the three tests
(n=110)were included. Consistent with all of the foregoing analyses,
the best predictive model included the hippocampal ROI (β=0.38,
pb0.001). Interestingly, an inverse relationship with superior frontal
gyrus was also included in this model (β=−0.21, pb0.05). The
partial regression plot of this relationship with hippocampus can be
observed in Fig. 2. The above model was essentially unchanged with
removal of the one possible outlier (see Supplementary Table 3 for a
summary of these regression analyses).
Recognition memory

We also examined recognition memory performance on the AVLT
with the same regressionmodel. In distinction from the delayed recall
measures, only the rostral MTL (β=0.40, pb0.001)wasmaintained in
the best explanatory model; no other ROI was near to significance
when included in the model (β's=−0.16 to 0.06). We also
hypothesized that performance on the recognition task relative to
free recall at the 30-minute delay would reflect the degree to which
familiarity or item-based memory contributed to performance of the
task for that individual. In other words, for a given level of free recall, a
putative measure of recollection, recognition discrimination would
reflect the additional contribution of familiarity. To test the relation-
ship with this potentially more “pure” item memory measure, we
entered the delayed 30-minute recall score as a covariate. As would be
expected, the delayed recall score strongly predicted discrimination
performance (β=0.51, pb0.001). Nonetheless, the rostral MTL
(β=0.32, pb0.001) remained the only ROI included in the best
explanatory model (see Fig. 2). Thus, the additional variance in
discrimination performance after controlling for free recall (i.e.



Fig. 2. Partial regression plots of linear relationships of select ROIs with recall and recognition memory measures. For the top row, delayed recall is the mean proportion recalled
across the three memory tasks, natural log-transformed to best approximate normality. Plots were generated from separate regression models for each of the individual ROIs
(temporal pole, hippocampus, and rostral medial temporal lobe) in which age, education, and gender were first entered into the model. In the second row, d′ is the AVLT measure of
recognition memory discrimination. In these models, AVLT 30-minute delayed recall was included as a covariate with age, education and gender. Beta coefficients and p-values are
presented.
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recollection-based memory) was related to the rostral MTL cortex
encompassing entorhinal and perirhinal cortices.

Exploratory analyses

To corroborate and complement the above ROI analyses, we also
performed a global analysis of cortical thickness in relation to several
of the key memory measures. As an exemplar of early learning, Trial 1
of the AVLT served as the dependent variable for the first map
presented in Fig. 3A. Consistent with the ROI analysis, left-hemisphere
predominant atrophy of the middle frontal gyrus, inferior parietal
lobule, and several temporal lobe regions, including the temporal
Fig. 3. Exploratory analysis across the entire cerebral cortex of cortical thickness associated w
These results are convergent with hypothesis-driven analyses in demonstrating the specifi
precuneus (PCC), and frontal regions in initial encoding (A), similar regions along with the m
inferior frontal regions in delayed retrieval (C). For these exploratory analyses, a statistical
pole, were associated with immediate recall performance, but there
was no relationship with extrahippocampal MTL structures. A similar
isocortical distribution was seen for an exemplar of later learning
(Trial 5 of the AVLT; see Fig. 3B), but in this caseMTL thinningwas also
related to performance. Finally, an analysis of delayed recognition
memory discrimination revealed a more focused MTL distribution of
thinning related to performance (see Fig. 3C). In particular, non-MTL
isocortical regions appeared to have much less influence than on the
learning trials. Strikingly, if the 30-minute delayed recall score was
included as a covariate for the recognition discrimination analysis to
produce a more “pure” item, or familiarity, memory measure as
described earlier, a very focal region encompassing the perirhinal/
ith (A) Trial 1 of the AVLT, (B) Trial 5 of the AVLT, and (C) delayed recognition memory.
city of regional atrophy in left-lateralized lateral temporoparietal, posterior cingulate/
edial temporal lobe in encoding after repetition (B), and only medial temporal, PCC, and
threshold of pb10−4 was used.

image of Fig.�2
image of Fig.�3
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entorhinal region was the only area to be related to performance (see
Fig. 4). Note that a recall measure was not analyzed given the stronger
relationship with the hippocampus in the ROI analysis, a region not
represented by cortical thickness.

Discussion

Successful episodic memory function involves the coordination of
a number of different cognitive processes that likely are subserved by
the interaction of several large-scale neural networks. The present
results support this contention by revealing dissociable anatomic
substrates that differentially support memory performance depend-
ing on the stage of processing: encoding upon initial exposure,
learning with repeated study, and delayed recall and recognition.
Given the substantially disparate computations required at these
stages of memory processing, from the initial exposure of a to-be-
remembered event to its eventual retrieval, it is not surprising that the
underlying neuroanatomy would vary significantly. While a consid-
erable functional imaging literature has investigated the neural
correlates of these processes, neuropsychological studies, such as
the current work, have been less frequent. The ADNI cohort offers a
large and relatively homogenous cohort to study these issues. In
addition to providing insight into the substrates supporting episodic
memory, the current findings have practical implications for the
relative sensitivity of different memory measures to pathology in a
number of key regions associated with AD. An understanding of these
relationships may inform on the value of these commonly used
measures in the early detection of AD and differentiation from other
neurodegenerative conditions.

Process specificity within the MTL-cortical memory system

We found that performance on the initial encoding trials of the
AVLT was associated with a broad set of isocortical regions that have
been implicated in working memory, language, and semantic
processing. Auditory verbal working memory is likely critical to the
Fig. 4. Exploratory analysis across the entire cerebral cortex of cortical thickness
associated with recognition memory covaried for 30-minute delayed recall. This map
demonstrates that only a very specific rostral MTL region was associated with
recognition performance without the other cortical regions in Fig. 3C. A statistical
threshold of pb10−4 was used for this analysis.
initial trials of a list learning memory task and crucial for the transfer
of information into a long-term store. Regions found to correlate with
the initial trial of the AVLT in the parietal lobe, including the
supramarginal and angular gyrus, have been variably associated
with the storage function of the phonological loop supporting
auditory verbal working memory (Baddeley, 1986; Buchsbaum and
D'Esposito, 2009; Markowitsch et al., 1999; Peters et al., 2009a,b).

Further, the exploratory global analysis of the first immediate
memory trial delineates a number of regions that have also been
proposed to be supportive of verbal working memory. In addition to
the above noted parietal regions, the thickness of the left superior
temporal gyrus/sulcus and of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (e.g.
caudal middle frontal gyrus) were associated with Trial 1 perfor-
mance. A number of functional imaging studies attempting to localize
the phonologic store in verbal working memory tasks have reported
activations in posterior superior temporal regions, in addition to
inferior parietal regions [for review, see Buchsbaum and D'Esposito
(2008)]. Dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been generally implicated
as serving the central executive function in Baddeley's classic models
of working memory (Baddeley, 1986, 2003). Finally, consistent with
the localization of the phonologic loop, these anatomic correlations
predominantly involved the left-hemisphere despite the relative
symmetry of atrophy in AD. Although by Trial 5 medial temporal lobe
regions also appear to modulate performance, there remains a strong
association with the above regions underscoring the salient role of
working memory processes in list learning and, more generally,
episodic memory function.

However, the region that most consistently predicted immediate
recall performance (early and late trials) on all three memory tests
was the temporal pole. In addition to the role of working memory in
the successful encoding of information, a rich literature supports the
importance of deep, semantic processing of information as a critical
factor in the strength of a memory trace for later retrieval (Craik and
Lockhart, 1972; Goldblum et al., 1998). The temporal pole has been
implicated in high level, modality-invariant conceptual processing
(Lambon Ralph et al., 2009; Lambon Ralph et al.; Patterson et al.,
2007), and this function may contribute to a deeper level of
processing and semantic organization that supports robust memory
encoding. Interestingly, the AVLT and ADAS-cog list learning tasks
consist of semantically unrelated items while the LMT involves
memory for a story. Despite potential differences in the need to
impose a semantic organization on a list of unrelated words versus a
story, the temporal pole was a strong predictor of immediate recall in
each case. Lending further support to these ideas, prior work has
suggested that the semantic impairments of AD may contribute to
deficits in both verbal working memory and episodic memory
(Goldblum et al.;, 1998; Peters et al., 2009a,b).

One of the most striking findings related to the immediate
memory measures is the lack of influence of medial temporal
structures during the early trials and their increased explanatory
value in later trials. This pattern appears quite consistent with the
notion that performance on initial trials depends on working memory
maintenance and aspects of strategic processing while transfer of
information to long-term memory, supported by medial temporal
structures, contributes to performance on later trials to a greater
extent and serves as a better indicator of actual learning (Alexander
et al., 2003). Both working and episodic memory deficits have long
been accepted as relatively early features of AD (Baddeley et al., 1991;
Becker et al., 1988) and the present data suggest that the relative
contribution of these processes to list learning is dependent on the
stage of processing.

In contrast to the immediate memory trials, delayed memory
performance was explained almost exclusively by MTL structures.
Indeed, on the delayed free recall trials, the hippocampuswas the only
structure that correlated with performance on the AVLT and that
remained in the best regression models for all three tests. Moreover,
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Fig. 5. Pearson correlations for hippocampus and perirhinal/entorhinal cortex (rostral
MTL) with AVLT 30-minute delayed recall and recognition discrimination, controlled
for age, education, and gender. Hippocampal atrophy is more strongly related to
impaired delayed recall while perirhinal/entorhinal cortex atrophy is more strongly
associated with impaired recognition memory performance. The bottom section of the
figure represents the ‘idealized’ anatomic localization of the two regions being
compared; however, the actual ROI for perirhinal/entorhinal cortex is displayed in
Fig. 1A (rostral medial temporal cortex).
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when we combined recall across the three memory tests to mitigate
against floor effects and create a greater range of performance, the
regression analysis recapitulated the findings of the individual tests
and, again, hippocampus was the only region to predict delayed recall.
The dissociation of involvement of non-MTL isocortical structures is
also illustrated by the exploratory cortical thickness maps when
comparing immediate memory trials versus delayed recognition (see
Fig. 3). Recognition discrimination is not associated with the lateral
temporal and parietal regions observed on the immediate memory
trials, but rather much more prominent MTL cortical effects.

This result is consistent with a number of studies of AD patients
that have demonstrated a relationship between the hippocampus and
delayed recall (Killiany et al., 2002; Kramer et al., 2004; Petersen et al.,
2000; Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997). However, most of this prior work
has focused only on the MTL, particularly the hippocampus, and, thus,
has not been able to assess dissociations with other regions associated
with AD atrophy, as was done here. Nonetheless, the current result
does bear resemblance to a prior study with a smaller cohort of AD
patients in which only the hippocampus correlated with delayed
recall while the total cortical grey matter volume, and not the
hippocampus, predicted immediate memory performance (Kramer
et al., 2004). Similarly, Kohler et al. described stronger relationships
between medial temporal volumes and delayed memory than for
immediate memory trials (Kohler et al., 1998). Finally, another recent
study examined a subset of the ADNI AD cohort (n=36) explored
here and correlated total learning on the AVLT and delayed
recognition memory to MRI and FDG PET landmark-defined ROIs. As
found here, MTL regions only weakly correlated with total learning,
but were the only regions to correlate with delayed memory
(Walhovd et al., 2008). In that study, although total learning
correlated with parietal and frontal regions, in contrast to the current
results the posterior cingulate was the best predictor. However, their
analysis did not include non-MTL temporal structures (e.g. temporal
pole) or lateral frontal cortex.

Further, similar to their findings, precuneus and posterior
cingulate associations were observed in our exploratory analysis of
the immediate memory trials. These medial parietal regions have
been associated with the ‘default mode’ (Raichle et al., 2001), display
increased activity during successful memory retrieval (Wheeler and
Buckner, 2004), and, based on measures of functional connectivity,
represent nodes in a distributed hippocampal memory network
(Vincent et al., 2006).While the significance is unclear, it is interesting
to note that atrophy in these medial parietal regions appears to be
particularly associated with immediate rather than delayed memory
retrieval in this cohort. That precuneus and posterior cingulate
pathology is associated with poorer immediate memory is consistent
with functional imaging work suggesting that aberrant encoding
deactivations of these regions accompanies memory loss associated
with aging and AD (Celone et al., 2006; Miller et al., 2008).

Division of labor within the MTL

Aswith delayed recall, recognitionmemorywas alsomost strongly
associatedwithMTL structures, but in this case the extrahippocampal,
rostral MTL cortical region provided the highest explanatory power.
Impressively, hippocampal volume offered no additional predictive
information when included in the regression model with this ROI. The
dissociation of the rostral MTL region, which encompasses the
entorhinal and perirhinal cortices, and hippocampus in relationship
to recognition and delayed recall is consistent with the ‘dual process
model.’ Fig. 5 provides an illustration of the data highlighting this
behavioral-anatomic dissociation in a manner that is strikingly
parallel to that reported in a recent paper on normal aging (Yonelinas
et al., 2007). This account argues that memory may be subserved by
the dissociable processes of recollection and familiarity (Brown and
Aggleton, 2001; Eichenbaum et al., 1994; Jacoby, 1991; Mandler,
1980; Yonelinas, 2002). Recollection is conceived of as reflecting
conscious, contextual retrieval of a prior episode or event, while
familiarity is described as an acontextual sense of prior exposure. A
number of studies have supported an anatomic dissociation such that
recollection is dependent on the hippocampus while familiarity is
subserved by extrahippocampal MTL cortex regions, particularly
perirhinal cortex and perhaps the lateral entorhinal region (Aggleton
and Brown, 2006; Eichenbaum et al. , 2007; Yonelinas, 2002).

This view of memory is contentious [see Squire et al. (2007)], and
neuropsychological data demonstrating a double dissociation of the
memory processes with their putative underlying anatomic sub-
strates have been scant. The current data appear to provide such a
dissociation in that free recall, often conceptualized as solely
dependent on recollection (Yonelinas, 2002), correlated with the
hippocampus, but not the rostral MTL cortex. In contrast, recognition
memory discrimination, thought dependent on a mixture of recol-
lection and familiarity, was more strongly associated with the
perirhinal/entorhinal atrophy than that of the hippocampus. More-
over, for any given level of recall performance, differences in
discrimination are likely to reflect the degree to which familiarity
supports additionalmemory accuracy during the recognition phase. In
other words, better recognition memory in the setting of poor recall
would suggest a greater preservation of familiarity-based memory.
Consistent with this notion and the anatomic mappings of the dual
process model, controlling for delayed recall resulted in only the
rostral MTL cortex being associated with recognition memory
accuracy (see Figs. 2 and 4). In this context, the hippocampal ROI no
longer demonstrated any predictive value on its own.

These data accord well with two other studies that have
described similar dissociations. Yonelinas et al. also compared recall
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and recognition memory scores in older adults and found dissoci-
able correlations with hippocampal and entorhinal volumes,
respectively (Yonelinas et al., 2007). Another recent study using
experimental measures of recollection and familiarity found a
similar dissociation between hippocampal and extrahippocampal
MTL volumes in a population of older adults and patients with AD
and mild cognitive impairment (Wolk et al., in press). It is also
worth noting that in the Walhovd et al.'s study involving a
subsample of the present dataset, the entorhinal cortex appeared
to correlate more strongly with recognition memory than the
hippocampus, but none of these correlations reached significance
perhaps related to the much smaller sample size (Walhovd et al.,
2008). Finally, an additional caveat is that the present results cannot
adjudicate between some alternative accounts to the dual process
model. For example, Squire et al. have suggested that measures that
dissociate between recollection and familiarity may be better
classified along the orthogonal dimension of weak and strong
memories, which map onto the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus,
respectively (Squire et al., 2007). Further work will be needed to
distinguish between these accounts, as well as to assess whether
subregions within these structures correlate differentially with
these processes.

Clinical implications

In addition to providing insight into the underlying substrates
supporting different aspects of memory processing, the current
findings have practical implications about the nature of these tests
commonly used in the assessment of patients with AD and other
conditions. For example, these data support the notion that measures
of immediate memory are sensitive to pathology in a number of
different brain regions, reflecting the role of several disparate
cognitive processes involved in list learning. This finding may explain
why immediate memory, usually quantified as total learning, has
proven to be such a sensitive measure to the early stages of AD, as
injury to a number of different neuroanatomical sites might modulate
performance (Albert et al., 2001; Blacker et al., 2007; Petersen et al.,
1994; Tierney et al., 2005). However, this property may also limit
specificity, as a number of these structures might be selectively
injured in other conditions. For example, a recent study found that list
learning had the highest diagnostic accuracy in differentiating
controls from MCI patients, but that a delayed recognition memory
measure was superior in predicting conversion to AD (Rabin et al.,
2009). Given the early and relatively selective medial temporal
pathology of AD (Arnold et al., 1991; Braak and Braak, 1991), delayed
memory tests may provide the most specific measures of early
disease. It is particularly intriguing that recognition discrimination
appears to be modulated by the rostral MTL cortex, which includes
both perirhinal and entorhinal cortex. As noted above, this result
echoes prior work suggesting that familiarity-based memory may be
subserved by these structures (Aggleton and Brown, 2006; Eichen-
baum et al., 2007; Wolk et al., in press; Yonelinas et al., 2007). These
regions are often considered to be the earliest affected by neurofi-
brillary tangle pathology (Braak and Braak, 1991; Delacourte et al.,
1999) and, thus, psychometric tests sensitive to this pathologymay be
particularly useful in early diagnosis. Yet clinical lore suggests that
recognition memory tests are not particularly sensitive to early or
prodromal AD. However, most recognition measures in standard
psychometric batteries suffer from ceiling effects in more mild or
‘preclinical’ patients. We believe that tests designed specifically for
these populations would be a worthy area of future investigation. For
example, Guedj et al. tested MCI patients with impaired free recall on
an experimental recognition memory test and found that those below
a cut-off displayed an AD-specific PET pattern while those above had a
pattern more consistent with age-associated memory loss (Guedj et
al., 2006).
Caveats and conclusions

The current analysis has a number of strengths as well as potential
limitations. In addition to the large sample size of a well-characterized
and relatively homogeneous cohort of patients with mild AD, some
strengths include the novel approach of using a priori ROIs which have
been previously determined to be particularly sensitive to AD. The
‘cortical signature of AD’ regions were defined and replicated in
several samples of patients with mild AD and represent regions in
which atrophy is consistently found in these populations (Bakkour
et al., 2009; Dickerson et al., 2009). This approach, which focuses on
regions known to undergo atrophy in the disease, is akin to lesion
mapping approaches that consider the spatial distribution of lesioned
brain regions in the sample under study (Schwartz et al., 2009). That
is, in a lesion-symptommapping study, it is important to delineate the
areas of the brain with which it is possible to find behavioral
relationships since most patient lesion studies do not include patients
with lesions spanning every brain region, thus leaving some brain
regions unexplored in any given sample. Following the same logic,
since AD is associated with a fairly stereotypic pattern of cortical
atrophy, we focused on the regions in which consistent disease effects
are present. In addition, the use of disease-specific ROIs has the
advantage over a traditional landmark-based anatomic approach in
that the disease process may not respect these boundaries or only
affect a portion of the region, limiting the power to find these
relationships. Thus, associations reported here between impaired
performance and regional cortical thinning are highly likely to be
driven by the disease process itself and generalizable to other
samples, whereas findings from exploratory analyses including
regions not consistently affected by AD may be less generalizable.
However, to the extent that additional regions also modulate these
functions, this approach may produce Type II errors. Nonetheless, the
ROI and exploratory approaches employed here yielded remarkably
convergent results. Finally, it is worth pointing out that although a few
investigations have demonstrated that MRI-derived hippocampal
volume correlates with neurofibrillary tangle burden in AD patients
(Csernansky et al., 2004; Gosche et al., 2002; Jack et al., 2002; Silbert et
al., 2003), the histologic determinants of cortical thinning are
unknown, and may include amyloid pathology, neurofibrillary
pathology, or the loss of neuronal, glial, or other important cellular
components such as neuropil volume, which reflects synaptic
numbers and extent of dendritic branching, both of which are
markedly reduced early in the course of AD (Coleman et al., 2004;
Coleman and Flood, 1987; DeKosky and Scheff, 1990; DeKosky et al.,
1996; Dickerson et al., 2009; Scheff et al., 1990).

In conclusion, we found dissociable relationships between regional
brain atrophy and different aspects of memory function. These results
provide insight into the sensitivity of these standard psychometric
measures to the topographically diverse anatomic involvement of the
AD pathologic process. A fuller understanding of these brain–behavior
relationships is essential to the interpretation of deficits on these
tests. Additionally, this work supports the notion that diverse
cognitive processes support different stages of memory function.
Workingmemory and semantic processing are likely to be particularly
critical to the effective encoding of verbal information, while MTL
structures support the long-term storage of this information. Further,
a division of labor may exist within the MTL dependent on the nature
of the memory trace. It is important to keep in mind that we do not
mean to suggest that the relationships described here fully define the
substrates of these memory processes, but that they represent critical
nodes in the neural networks supporting them. For example, delayed
recall is also clearly dependent on executive-control processes
subserved by non-MTL systems. In other populations in which
executive function is more disproportionately affected than AD,
such as frontotemporal dementia, frontal ROIs might have greater
predictive power for delayed recall. Thus, it will be important to study
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how selective these relationships are across disease populations to
assist in understanding their value in differential diagnosis.
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